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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

The designers of restraint systems, ejection seats, escape capsules, and space vehicle landing
systems are concerned with optimizing the performance of these systems without endanger-
ing the human occupant. The immediate design problems must be solved while basic research is
s'ill being pursued, requiring the research community to establish interim tolerance limits to mini-
mize the users' risks and the designers' limitations simultaneously.

Establishment of human tolerance limits has been a necessity for environments other than ex-
posure to acceleration and, in virtually every case, a common problem occurs. It has been custom-
ary to set a tolerance limit as a specific and arbitrary value, even though differences in individuals
and variations in exposure circumstances widl produce gradations of damage, injury and/or disease
on both sides of the tolerance limit unless it is set very low. Similarly, in many cases the tolerance
limits must bex established prior to gaining a broad enough knowledge of the physical, chemical,
and biological factors involved in the situation, with the consequence that a large safety factor
should be included in the limit set. The combined effect can be to impose too severe a restriction
on the performance of the system; conversely, ignoring these factors can result in establishment of
a tolerance level that is too high.

In the case of human tolerance to acceleration, there have been occasions where it has not
seemed feasible to incorporate any considerable margin for error. Consider for example, the prob-
lem inherent in the design of early ejection seats. To accelerate such escape devices rapidly enough
to clear the aircraft tall at high flight speeds with the short catapult stroke then available, the dc
signer had to impose spinal accelerations close to 20 G. The :esulting acceleration environment
caused the vertebrae to compressively fracture. Since staying with an airplane after a serious mal-
function or making an unaided bailout was known to be lethal in a high percentage of cases, risk-
ing some injury from the ejection appeareJ to be the lesser of two evils.

Implicit in the above situation are the concepts of risk and probability. Presumably, they were
regarded only qualitatively, if at all, and for design purposes a single acceleration limit was set.
Suh a single limit implies that no one will be injured who is subjected to an acceleration below
the limit value. In actual fact, such a situation does not exist, and the probability of injury increases
with increasing accelerations.

Had the concept of (and the ability to predict) probability of injury existed at the time the
single acceleration tolerance limit was set as a guide for ejection seat and catapult designers, a low-
er limit wobid have been established. Unfortunately, it took the experience of actual injuries to
produce this result. In the interim, ejection seats acquired a reputation that caused many pilots
to use them only as a last resort, when the flight conditions were too often beyond the perform-
ance capability of the seat.

By applying the analytical techniques described herein to the data availeble from experiment,
experience, and many other sources, it is possible to predict and/or evaluatc acceleration toler-
ances as quantitative risk levels, expressed in terms of probability of injury.

The risk or probability approach to tolerance can be a useful tool for those who establish and
apply acceleration tolerance data. Two simple examples will serve to illustrate this point. As noted
above, the ejection seat designer is concerned with removing the crew of a disabled aircraft from
a potentially lethal situation. This implies that a reasonable risk of injury is acceptable in the cjec-
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tion seque-ce, since the alternative is the certainty of much more severe injury and the strong pos-
isiiity of death. On the other hand, the designer of a space vehicle landing system must virtually

eliminate the possibility of injury during the course of normal operational landings.

A single parameter should be used to specify injury or damage, siwce two parameters would
involve a large set of combasataon of numbers to describe the tolerance situation. Fortunately, this
limitation to a single injury parameter is not really restrictive. Damage to biological tissue and
structure from imposition of accelerations must be assumed to be caused in fundamentally the same
manner as damage to mechanical systems, i.e., through the application of forces that result in such
deflection or strain that failure of the structure or material being loaded finally occurs. Thus, if the
characteristics of the structure can be defined, and the maximum force applied to the structare can
be ascertained, it should be possible to predict whether or not failure will occur.

As used in this report, the term "dynamic model" refers to a mathematical analogy to a lumped
parameter mechanical system comprised of separate mass, spring, and damping elements. The pur-
pose of the dynamic models is 'o permit prediction of the peak forces e.erted within the body on
critical structural items. There is, of couise, a relatively wide variation in the characteristics of
these structures and datA is not yet adequate iv certain areas of interest. Equations can be devel-
oped that describe the behavior of such a system under the influence of any input acceleration or
force. Once developed and proved valid, these models are a useful tool for rapid determination of
the effects of variations in the disturbing forces or the components of the system or both. Adequate-
ly accurate investigations can be made quickly and economically, for the dynamic models lend
themselves well to performance of laborious calculations by analog or digital computers.

Despite the complexity of the human body and the variation between Individuals, the response
of the human body to acceleration environments can be approximately eharacterized by an an-
alogous dynamic model. Therefore, if body characteristics in these respects can be established, the
techniques of dynamic analysis may be applied to the gain the benefits already obtained in the
engineering disciplines.

One of the major contributions to be exptcted from this approach is the development of tol-
erance data in the form of relative probability of injury curves instead of the single-line graphs or
single criticoIl G values used heretofore. The importance of this cannot be over-estimated: although
the engineer needs a single value upon which to base his design, he certainly is not qualified to
establish it. Neither is this the province of the experimenter, because he is producing information
that is based upon too few sample and too-special situations, in general. Instead, it is up to the user
of the end product to select the limit to be used, and this in turn should be dependent upon knowl-
edge of the risks involved. Given the relative probabilities of injury for different levels of accelera-
tions exposure, and knowing the many factors involved in the missions that will create these ex-
posures, he can make an intelligent value judgment.

Working from the experimental data with analog or digital computation techniques developed
as an outcome of the dynamic models, these probabilities of injury can be computed. In addition,
irregular and complex acceleration-time histories, impractical to duplicate experimentally, can be
evaluated for their effect on the human involved. When such calculations show unacceptable

probabilities of inj ry, the parameters involved can be varied singly or in combination to derive
knowledge of the modifications necessary to make the acceleration exposure endurable.. It will
always be wise to varify these predictions with tests simulating at least the critical points, but the
savings are still considerable.

Since this report is intended as a general treatment of the subject, numerical examples of spe-
clific acceleration and restraint system design problems are not presented.



The acceleration tolerance problem that are of major concern at present involve onIy AatAd

or reclining subjects. The head, arms, or 3gs may ur may not be included in the masses that make

up a specific dynamic model, depending on whether they are factors in respoose of the bndy to the

acceleration situation under study. The models of the human body used in this report generally

refer to a whole body response based on a particular failure mode with oo special regard to the

response characteristics of each body segment.

'I.
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Section II

BASIC BODY DYNAMICS

THEORETICAL DYNAMIC SYSTEM

Human body dynamics has a simple basis: Biological Structures (and the human body in par-
ticular) respond to applied loads and accelerations in exactly the same manner as any other
physical systems. Thus the logical starting point in the discussion of basic body dynamics is tae

fundamental consideration of the response characteristics of a mechanical system.

If a rectangular acceleration pulse is applied to a simple spring-mass system, the response of
the system is as illustrated in figure 1. Note that the peak acceleration experienced by the system
is greater than the peak acceleration of the input pulse. This phenomenon is termed the dynamic

ooverdoot of the system.

ZYWAKA.IC t;'?:TEM W_!PcyKjSF_
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Figure 1. R" 9(a Simple Dynumic System to a ecdangular Pulse.

If the peak force in the spring of the dynamic model is recorded in a series of tests in which
the duration of a rectangular pulse. to the system is progressively increased while the accelera-
tion level remains constant, the result will be a graph such as that shown in figure 2. At zero pulse
duration the peak force in the dynamic system will also be zero since no force can be generated
in zero time. As the pulse duration is gradually increased from this minimum value, the peak

force will continue to increase up to a certain peak value, and then will continue at that value for

longer and longer pulse durations.

The type of curve shown in figure 2 is characteristic of any single degree of freedom system.
The pulse duration at which the force in the system levels out at a constant peak value occurs
around the natural period of the system. Beyond this critical duration, the peak force in the sys-
tem remains constant as pulse duration increases. Both theory and experiment show that in an un-

damped system, the actual value of the force will be twice the input force. That is, the dynamic

overshoot will be 100% for pulse durations that exceed the natural period of the systc'm.

Below this critical pulse duration, the peak force in the system will be a function of the area
under the. acceleration-time pulse, which is equal to the velocity change incurred by the system as

a result of this acceleration.
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Two simple rules emerge from tte foregoing: The peak force in a dynamic system is related

to the velocity change involved in the acceleration pulse when the pulse duration is less than the

natural period of the -lynamic system. The peak force in the dynamic system ;s related to the peak

acceleration value of the input acceleration when the pulse duration It .,Ueati.r than the natural

period of the dynamic system. For durations comparable with the nawral period, the peak force is

a complex function of both velocity change and acceleration magnitude.

Now if the spring in the system always breaks at a given force level, the system will be dam-

aged any time the force in the spring exceeds this critical value. Knowing the response of a dy-

namic system to input acceleration forces, it is then possible to relate the damage incurred to the

input pulse parameters. For the rectangular pulse shape, it is necessary to consider only the peak

acceleration and the pulse duration. Figure 3 depicts the resultant tolerance graph plotted on a

log-log scale.

W _4OT TOL-EAPASLe

TO LE.RW E:

Fgure 3. Tolerance Graph for a Simple Dynamic System Sublectd to
Rectangular Input Pulses.

In this figure, the line at the left of the graph that angles down at 45' represents the regime

in which velocity change determines the peak force in the spring, while the horizontal line extend-
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ing to the right of the graph represents the region in which peak acteleration is the governing

factor.

Figure 3 can be considered typical of tolerance curves for single degree of freedom systems
subjected to rectangular acceleration inputs. Such a case is of interest as an illustration of the
analytical technique but, for practical problems regaiding human body dynamics or restraint sys-
tem design, it is necessary to take into account such factors as damping, statistical variabilities,
input pulse irregularities, and similar factors.

Damping exists in all real mateiials as evidenced by the simple fact that all dynamic systems
eome to rest after excitation, rather than oscillating indefinitely. The concept that is most useful
in human body dynamics is that of viscous damping, which is characterized by a 'inear proportion-
ality between the damping force and the velocity of the various parts of the system with respect

to each other.

The effect of damping on a simple dynamic system is illustrated in figure 4, where the am-
plitude of the system's oscillation decreases with each cycle until the system comes to rest. In re-

sponse to an acceleration pulse, the damped system exhibits less overshoot than an undamped
system, as illustrated in figure 5.

1u 'rIULJDIP. E•PJ~

/ ' DAMPED zez tJý,b

Rgan 4. Damped ONf.y Mallon. r . S. eff of Damping on Repuqm to a
Redangulav Input Aamweruden Pubs.

Since a damped system exhibits less overshoot than an undamped system, the effect on accel-
eration tolerance is quite straightforward. A smaller amount of overshoot implies that a greater
input acceleration can be applied to the system before reaching the critical force level in its "spring."

(This term will be used henceforth to express the elasticity characteristic of the human body.)
The effect of the reduced overshoot on acceleration tolerance is shown in figure 6.

loG
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"The addition of a viscous damper to the dynamic m, 'el results in the damped single degree
of freedom system illustrated schematica:y in figure 7.

Figure 7. Damd Sinaie DnSY

VAUDAIrON BY EXPERIMENT

All real materials exhibit a marked variability in breaking strength, a fact that is recognized in
most applications by zesigning on the basis of allowable strengths which are lower than those which

are obtained in tests. Statistical procedures often are used to estimate the lowest strength limit,
which is then used as a design allowable. The same sort of situatica exists, of course, in biological
structure and must be taken into account when discussing the dynamics of the human body. The
point that must be borne in mind at all times is that there is a probability of injury associated with

a given input force-time history.

Not only do variabilities exist in the breaking strength of materials, but in dealing with the
human body the varif iilities in bone stiffnesses and body weights must be considered. The vari-
ability in these factors result in variations in the response to a given input acceleration and con-

sequently in the peak force occurring in the human structure.

The concept of variability can be illustrated as shown in figure 8 in which statistical distribu-
tions are superimposed on the so-called tolerance line that, in this case, is the 50% probability of
injury line. Another way of illustrating this is presented in figure 9 in which a series of probability
of injury lines are drawn. (Note that the concept of injury probability is quite similar to that of the
Lethal Dose used in any physiological and medical studies.)

-nIerQt•Ar O, J Ole

lo at& iif

Figure S. Stutistical Distribution of Injure. Figure 9. Prebabilety of Injury ,eh, an a
Toleranc No.
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In the preceding paragraphs, the fundamental nature of physical systems consisting of ele-
ments with elasticity and damping were explored. Measurements have been made on various
types of mechanical systems to determine sensitivity to impact accelerations, and the results con-
finn thf results just presented. There is, of course, always a question as to whether biological !truc-
ture in complex arrangements follows simple physical laws, although there is no obvious reason
why such laws should not apply.

It should be relatively easy to demonstrate that biological specimens exhibit the same char-
acteristics as mechanical systems, in terms of impact sensitivity. The only experimental equipment
required is a drop test rig with some means of modifying the impact acceleration to obtain various

peak accelerations and pulse durations. Live animal subject: can then be tested on the rig to de-
termine injury or fatality levels. Such experiments have been conducted by Kornhauser and Gold
as reported in referenc , 1.

A total of 329 mice were subiected to impacts in two series of tests to determine the levels at
which approximately 5% and 95% of the test subjects died (5% and 95%. Lethal Dose or LD
levels). The drops wore conducted so that the mice received positive spinal acceleration pulses
that varied from slow to moderate rate of onset. The results of these mice impact tests are plotted
in figure 10, adapted from reference 1. The points do in fact fall on lines that are either at 45' to
the horizontal or are horizontal. This is just as predicted by the dynamic theory.

There is an unusual feature in the data that has not previously been discussed. Figure 10
shows two different 45" angle lines representing two different critical velocities and two different
horizontal lines representing two different peak accelerations. Hypothetically such a situation can

result from three causes: An artifact may have existed in the test situation; the mice may have
c•,nstituted a two-degree-of-freedom model; the data may be showing the occurrence of two dif-
ferent failure modes. There is some question as to which of the causes listed results in the shape
shown for the mnuse impact tests, but as verification of the applicability of dynamic theory to bi-
ological tissue as well as mechanical materials, the mouse impact test results are probably valid as

an illustration of the basic theory.

There remains the basic problem of relating an input acceleration-time history to injury or
some other practical limit. Reflecting for a moment on the load-deflection curve characteristics of
materials, a force (or its equivalent deflection) i.. clearly the mechanism of damage in a material.
Therefore, if interest is centered on tolerance to acceleration, the only parameter of interest is the
peak force developed in the elastic material of the hurmian body. This force is most conveniently
described by a parameter called the Dynamic Response Index (DRII).

For simplicity and consistency, the DRI is expressed in nondimensional G units by dividing
the peak force in pounds by the body weight in pounds. In all subsequent discussion in this report,
the peak force in the body will be referred to in terms of DRI.

The best example of the DBI in the human body is for the case where the acceleration is di-
rected parallel to the spine. In this mode of acceleration of the body, the vertebral column acts as
the principal load-bearing member, with the mass of the thorax, thoracic organs, arms, shoulders,
neck, and head resting on the column. Actually, these masses are attached along the entire length
of the spinal column, which means that the first analogy that comes to mind is a distributed para-
meter dynamic model, i.e., one in which an infinite number of individual masses, slAngs, and
dampers are connected in series. However, there is a lacl- of data ,n the precise manner in which
the masses are distributed', and in adc .ion, it is very difficult to calculate the forces in a complex

8
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distributed parameter system. This does not mean, however, that useful information cannot be de-

veloped.

Instead of a distributed parameter system, the upper body analogy can be simplified as a
lumped parameter system, this means that all the mass is assumed to rest upon the top of the

thoracic and lumbar vertebrae which constitute a simple massless spring. In a later section this
analogy provides good correlation with empirical measurements of body dynamics. Thus, only

damage to the vertebral column need be considered in developing the dynamic model - at least

initially.
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Section III

APPUCATION OF HUMAN BODY DYNAMICS

The correct interpretation and use of engineering information is predicated upon presenting
it in a manner that enables ,sers to convert and use the data readily. One of the major advantages
of using the dynamic model approach to the problem of acceleration tolerance is that it permits
the use of a standard and well defined vocabulary. Furthermore, the relative effect of various para-
meters can be. evaluated, and the relative importance of the parameters investigated quantitative-
ly. This section deseribes the appropriate parameters that need to be takeen into account when
human tolerance to acceleration is discussed

INPUT ACCELERATION PARAMErTES

The input acceleration-time history can be characterized by three parameters if ;t is rectangu-
lar or triangular in shape; the time durv ion involved, the peak value of the acceleration applied,
and the time required to get from the initial acceleration condition to the peak value (the rise
time). In the simplest cascs, these parameters are all represented by single values so that linear
relationships are assumed. In most real acceleration-tine histones, however, irregularities occur as
a matter of course.

The simplest acceleration pulse to evaluate is the rectangulax p- Ise, characterized by a dura-
tion and a plateau acceleration value, the rise time being zero.

As explained in a preceding section, there are two acceleration tolerance regimes. If the ac-
celeration pulse duration is extremely short, then the peak force in the dynamic system is simply
a function of the area under the pulse, which is the velocity change involved in the acceleration.
Beyond a certain duration (several times the natural period of the system), the force in the dy-
namic system becomes a function of the peak acceleration rather than the area under the pulse.
As a consequence of this, the cu-rve that represents a given level of damage to the dynamic system
can be drawn as in figure 11. The area below and to the left of the lines in the graph represents
rectangular acceleration pulses that will cause less damage than the nominal value for the line.
Conversely, points above and to the right of the lines represent pulses that will cause more damage.

%09 6t

Figure 11. A oleratnce Graph fr Rctangular Pulse InPut.

The curve shown above can be considered a tolerance graph only for rectangular acceleration
pulses. When used in such cases, however, the curve should bf labeled a damage or injury curve
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rather than a tolerance curve, and the restriction that the curve applies to tectangular pulses only
should always be noted on the graph.

/G

TIME. , t

Figure 12. A Unear Ramp Pulse Showing the Rise Time (tj.

Pulses with a ramp leading up to the peak acceleration, such as that shown in figure 12, can be
specified in terms of rise time as well as peak acceleration and duration, In general, the longer the
rise time the lower the peak force obtained in the dynamic system for a given plateau acceleration.
With a rectangular or zero rise time pulse, the dynamic system will experience 100% overshoot if
is not damped. If a pulse with a sufficiently long rise time is applied to the same dynamic system,
no ove shoot at all will occur. Thus, for a range of rise times, various amounts of overshoot will

occur.

Since a smaller amount of overshoot occurs as the rise time lengthens, the effect on an injury or

damage line is as shown in figure 13. That is to say, the plateau acceleration required to cause dam-
age will be higher than those for the rectangular pulse condition, and an increase in rise time per-

mits the application of larger olateau accelerations. Obviously, rise time cannot affect the area
where velocity change is critical, since by definition very long rise times would not permit the very
short pulse durations associated with this regime.

LOUGER. ztse. II'mtA PUusE

" £ V.ECTAUGUL&- PULSE

Figure 13. EfFec of Rise Time on Tolerance.
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A tolerance graph should really include all the rise times of interest to the engineer. Such a
graph would look approximately as shown in figure 14, where each line represents a different rise
timie. The uppermost line represents the application of acceleration in a device, such as a centri-
fuge (very long rise times) while the lowest line represents the rectangular pulse condition.

.-I
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Figure 14. Illustration of Problems In Plotting Tolerance
Curves for Various Rise Time Pulses.

Even with the addition of rise time to the problem of assessing tacceleration pulse severity,
real acceleration pulses will not always look like the trapezoid that will be drawn if only a rise
tinme, peak acceleration, and duration are specified. Most real acceieration pulses involve irregular
force-time relationships. In such cases, it is sometimes sufficient to approximate the real accelera-

tion pulse with a mathematical function, such as a half sine pulse, versed sine pulse, an exponential
acceleration onset, and so on. Several mathematical function pulse shapes have been investigated
(ref. 23 and ref. 24) and in figure 15 the shape of the damage or injury curve for the half sine
pulse is shown.

Figure 15. Tolerance Curve for a Half-Sine Pulse.

While it is posible to approximate real acceleration pulses with an appropriate mathematical
function to obtain more precise results, no single graph can contain all the lines that would be re-
quired to show the damage levels for the various pulse shapes. It would become necessary then
to use a number of sequence graphs to represent the potential injury or damage to a dynamic sys-
tem when dealing with a number of different types of pulses and pulse shapes.

Practical acceleration-time histories usually exhibit irregularities that cannot be described by
a simple mathematical function. Solutions must then be obtained numerically using a computer.

"13



HUMAN BIOMECHANICAL PARAMETERS
As in the first approximation the natural frequency and damping coefficient of the human

body, for a given mode of deflection, can be assumed to be invarient. However, the human body
probably has an infinite number of deflection (cr injury) modes for any given acceleration vector

of which the first three to six may be significant in a lumped parameter analysis. For example, in
the application of spinal acceleration to a seated human body, the fundamental mode of failure is
vertebral damage, but a secondary mode in the form of head injury can occur for very short rise
times. Similarly, in a transverse direction, the principal type of damage appears to be hemorrhag-
ing in the lungs and damage to the large blood vessels around the heart. However, transverse ac-

celeration can also result in damage to the head, liver, spleen, kidneys, and so on.

In figure 16 a multiple injury mode situation is illustrated. In the hypothetical case use for
this, there are three primary injury modes. Note, however, that a number of secondary injury
modes may exist, so that exceeding a given velocity change or peak acceleration can result in

~cG
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Figure 16. An Example of Multiple Injury Modes.

multiple injuries. Each injury mode rc-presents the deflection of a piece of tissue or structure to a
point of passive damage where immediate or subsequent functional or physical failure occurs. Thus,

each injury mode represents a separate kind of tissue deflection. It is obviously desirable to have a
dynamic model available for each injury or deflection mode.

Unfortunately, insufficient experimental data are available at present to describe the dynamic

characteristics of all the various tissues involved in the injuries sustained by the human body when
it is subjected to large accelerations. Far from precluding the use of the dynamic models, this sit-
uation emphasizes the use for them, because they furnish the most accurate description available
of dynamic response to acceleration and a logical basis for extrapolation when it is necessary. Just

as aircraft were designed and flowrn before aerodynamics reached its present level of sophistication,
so the engineer today must design ejection seats, restraint harnesses, and other hardware on the

most rational basis available, even though he lacks full details as to human injury modes. The lack
of information does indicate, however, that a great deal of biomedical experimentation is required
to extend and refint. the data required by engineering pen: md.ne].
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The multiple injury mode view of the human body can be seen from a review of injury data,
such as occurs in accidental free falls. However, particular injury modes tend to occur at differ-

ent force levels in different individuals and at different times.

Statistical variability exists in the mechanical properties of almost all materials. For example,
if a series of samples are cut from 4130 steel ingots and tested in a tensile test machine, a distribu-
tion of breaking strengths would be found tý occur, In general, the distribution would be found
to follow the normal Gaussian-type of curve, although other distributions are possible. Similar re-
suits can be expected for biological materials.

Because of the variability of the mechanical characteristics of biological structures, it is desir-
able to consider the damage to such tissues from a probabilistic standpoint. Instead of assuming
that all the material fails at a given level and none of it fails below that level, it is much more in
keeping with the real world to assume that a larger and larger percentage of samples tested will

fail as the applied load increases. In graphic form, the probability of injury curves for three in-
jury modes might appear as shown in figure 17. Note that the average value where failure occurs,

and also the variability in failure loads is different for the three injury modes.
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Figure 17. Probability of Injury Curves for Three Injury Modes.

Using the statistical approach to the definition of human response to acceleration, a multiple
injury mode dynamic system subjected to a rectangular pulse acceleration would have the "toler-
ance lines" as shown in figure 18.

One known additional factor should be taken into account in defining the effect of accelera-
tion on the human body. In Section III age has an appreciable effect on the stiffness and strength
of bone. Probably age affects all biological tissue to some extent. Unfortunately, there is very lit-

tle data available on this effect, other than that on hard bone in compression. This is an area that

warrants further biomedical research, because the effect is sufficient to begin causing problems
when the age of a person subjected to an acceleration is above 35 years. Lacking more knowledge
at present, this should peihaps be taken into account by using conservative factors in establish-

ing acceptable accerleration levels, when the application is for designs in which older people will
be subjected to the accelerations.
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In summary, the three items of principal importance are: (1) a number of injury modes, both
primary and secondary, can occur and should be considered; (2) any given injury mode is best
represented by probability of injury curves which have further value as indication of the degrees

99% /ao Por- Pit~JTUPY
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Figure 18. Probability of In~ury Tolerance Lines.

of risk in operational situations; (3) the effect of agc: on strength of bone and tissue is of conse-
quence in acceleration exposure conditions, so that the age of the using population should be con-
sidered in selecting acceptable acceleration levels. As the state of the art advances, further experi-
mental and theoretical research will undoubtedly pinpoint other factors worth consideration.

RESTRAINT AND SUPPORT PARAMETERS

The preceding paragraphs have indicated some of the difficulty in describing human tolerance
to acceleration as precisely as engineers would like, However, the full picture has not yet been de-
veloped, because thus far the human body has been assumed to be rigidly attached to the input
acceleration support surface. Such an assumption would be correct only in those cases where a
spinal or transverse acceleration is applied to the human body through a seat structure without
intervening cushions. In most practical seating systems, cushions or other resilient supports are
used to increase comfort and their dynamic characteristics must be taken into account. Further-
more, accelerations applied in negative spinal, negative transverse, and lateral directions result in
the body impinging upon relatively elastic devices, such as, lap belts and shoulder harnesses.
These devices also act to modify the acceleration transmitted to the human body.

The natural frequency, damping coefficient, and bottoming depth of elastic support devices
can have a major effect in amplifyivc or attenuating input accelerations. Certain rigid supporting
structures such as plastic foam or honeycomb materials used as one-shot energy absorbing devices
have similar effect on the forces felt by the body. A description of these effects is presented in
reference 2.
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In general, the effect of restraint device characteristics on the ability of the human body to

withstand input accelerations is best handled by analog or digital computer techniques. Certain
analytical and general results have been obtained, and such results are usually presented in the

format shown in figure 19, in which an amplification-attenuation scale is used.
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Figure 19. A Typical Restraint Effect Graph Using the
Restraint Analyzer.

One method of assessing an arbitrary acceleration input is to approximate the input accelera-
tion by using the duration, peak acceleration, and rise time values, or by using a known mathe-

matical function such as a half sine pulse. By consulting the appropriate charts and graphs in pub-
lished reports, the peak force in the dynamic model can be estimated. Then, the appropriate

charts and graphs on restraint characteristics can be used to estimate the modification of this

maximum force in the dynamic model as a result of restraint effects. Finally, the maximum force
in the dynamic system can be compared to a probability distribution of critical forces to obtain a

probability of injury. In those cases where data is available, the effect of the user population age

should be included in the analysis to obtain a more nearly iealistic probability of injury.

In order to use the above procedure intelligently, the engineer must understand the factors
involved hi the estimate, and he must be aware of the assumptions involved in the analysis. In gen-

eral, it is recommended that the above procedure be used in preliminary design and similar sit-
uations where optimization procedures must be effected rather quickly and on broad scale.

A second procedure that can be used to assess an arbitrary acceleration pulse is to use an
analog or digital computer. The undamped natural frequency, the damping coefficient or the damp-
ing coefficient ratio, the effect of age on the critical force, and the probability distribution of the

force required to cause injury should be known for each injury or deflection mode in the system.
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Th-n, the applicable dynamic parameters of the restraint system, which adds an additional
degree of freedom to the model, must be estimated in accordance with the best available infor-

mation. The equations of motion of the resulting two degree of freedom dynamic system are then
solved. The probability of injury can then be estimated within the computer, or by use of an ap-

propriate distribution graph.

In order to simplify the process as much as possible, a fixed circuit analog system using the
human body dynamics data presented in this report has been developed for the sponsoring

ageacies. This device, called the Frost Restraint Analyzer, is illustrated in figure 20. The dynamic
model circuits in tne restraint analyzer are fixed, but the restraint system dynamic characteristics
can be varied by means of front panel controls. Selector switches permit the operator to select the

various body models and restraint models. The readout on the restraint analyzer is in terms of

Dynamic Response Index.

In addition to analog techniques, a digital computer program has been developed for use in

restraint optimization problems. A simplified flow chart for this program is shown in figure 21.

Both the analog and digital approaches are discussed in detail in reference 2.

The information and procedures presented in the preceding paragraphs of the body of this re-

port are applicable to the general problem of using dynamic models to describe the response of
the human body to acceleration forces. For the general reader, the presentation was intended as

an introduction to the problems, techniques, and solutions involved in protecting humans from
acceleration exposures. In the sections that follow, more detailed informat.wn is provided, par-

ticularly with reference to quantitative estimates of human body dynamic characteristics.

Figure 20. Frost Restraint Analyzer.
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Section 1,/

SOURCES OF DATA ON BODY DYNAMICS

Before describing the dynamic models of the human body that have been developed, it is
useful to review the available data on acceleration exposures so that the information used as a
basis for the models can be evaluated in proper perspective. This section describes in brief form
the types oi and usefulness of data that are available.

To assess the ability of the human body to withstand acceleration and, subsequently, to es-
tablish levels of estimated injury probability, it is necessary to acquire and analyze data on actual
exposures to acceleration. In general, there are two sources of data: Controlled experimentation
using volunteer subjects and accidental or involuntary exposures. It is, of course, undersirable to
injure volunteer subjects in tests situations. Therefore, the data resulting from tests tend to con-
sist of subjective responses or reports of no injury. Accident data, on the other hand, quite often
include injuiy levels ranging from mild to lethal, hut the circumstances surrounding the ex-
posure are usually ill-defined.

Tests have been conducted at various laboratories using live human subjects, human cadav-
ers, and live animals. The tests involviag live human beings are of primary interest since they
provide the most valid and directly applicable data in terms of assessing human response to ac-
celeration.

DROP TISTS
By far the simplest kind of test to conduct and evaluate is a drop test.. The principal sources

"of data on drop tests have been the Civil Acromedical Research Institute (CARI) at the FAA
Aeronautical Center, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; the.Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
(AMRL) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio; and Stanley Aviation Corporation, Denver,
Colorado. Both the CARI and AMRLLprograms involved the investigation of restraint material ef-
fectiveness. Stanley Aviation Corporation conducted a series of drop tests using a prototype B-58
escape capsule, as part of the demonstration of operational acceptability of the system, including
its shock attenuators and restraint harness.

The results of the CARI tests were reported in references 3 and 4. Detailed subjective comn-
ments on the part of the test subjects were recorded for each drop in the program, and these sub-
joctive report data have been used in the development of the spinal model reported in Section VI.

As a general rule, subjective comments are known to be extremely variable and often appar-
ently useless. However, if a sufficient number of subjective reports are available, an averaging
process can be used to reduce the variability to some extent. In the case of the drop tests con-
ducted at CARI, over 200 tests were conducted, which is a sufficient number to permit averaging.

Subjective comments we.-, collected in both the AMRL and Stanley Aviation drop test pro-
grams. However, in the latter program, the subjective comments were not published, nor were
the number of drops at each condition sufficient to permit suitable averaging. Also, since the tests
involved the use of a prototype operational escape system, ther' are the additional complicating
factors of ill-defined shock attenuator characteristics, unknown impact surface characteristics, and
the accelerations imposed were mu'idirctional.

Drop tests conducted at AMRL facilities at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base have tended to
consist of evaluations of proposed 1perational restraint devices. Relatively few drops have been
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conducted under any one condition, and it is difficult to obtain averaged subjective commcnts in

such a case.

SLED TESTS
Major problems exist in assessing tbe results of short-term acceleration sled tests. First, the ap-

plied acceleration is usually of a somewhat irregular shape and, in some cases, it is difficult to

establish the true shape of the pulse because of noise in the record. The second complicating fac-
tor is the presence of viscoelastic restraint elements in the test. This should not (and does not)

prevent the analysis of the data from the test, but the data reduction process is made much more

complicated since the dynamics of the restraint system must be taken into account in assessing

the forces felt by the subject's body.

The real problem in analyzing sled test data or any other data involving an irregular and ar-
bitrary input acceleration results from an interesting dilemma. Much of the sled test data are in-
tended for use in establishing human tolerance to a given acceleration condition. However, the

data cannot be reduced to valid usefulness for this purpose unless a dynamic model of the body is

available. Fortunately, there are ways to get around this difficulty, as will be shown.

The major effort in testing live human subjects on sleds has been conducted at Edwards Air
Force Base and Holloman lir Force Base. The results are recorded in references 5, 6, 7, and 8.

Initial investigations were conducted under the direction of Colonel John P. Stapp and involved

considerable risk to the volunteer subjects, including Colonel Stapp. The information resulting

from these sled tests has been of great value in preliminary definitions of human tolerance to

transverse accelerations, and still remains the only data available on, transverse acceleration ex-

posures of sufficient duration to be classed as short-term.

VIBRATION T ESTS
If a repetitive input force is applied to the human being, then human tolerance to vibration is

the controlling factor. Vibration testing also permits determination of the resonant frequencies

and damping of the human body. The principal work in ascertaining human response to vibration

inputs has been conducted at the Aerospace Medical Research laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air

Force Base, Ohio (refs 9, 10, 11, 12). Latham (ref 25) and others have also studied human toler-

ance to vibration. One of several summaries of the available information has been given by Gold-

man and Von Gierke in reference 26.

In general, three methods are used in vibration testing. The first is voluntary human exposure

to vibrations of various frequencies with amplitude increasing up to a subjective limit; the second

is by measurement of input impedance of the human body; the third is measurement of amplitude

transmissibility It will be seen later that resonant frequency measurements using impedance meth-

ods and subjective reports provide an excellent cross check on other calculations of the frequency

of the human body in the spinal direction. In addition, impedance and transmissibility data per-

mit estimates of damping to be made.

STRUCTURAL- TESTS
In addition to tests on live human being, one of the more useful sources of data is the testing

of human cadavers. Tests on the mechanical characteristics of the body's bard structure have con-

tributed significantly to an understanding of the mechanical behavior of the body under certain

conditions. The problem of tolerance to accelerations in the spinal direction while seated has been
of major importance since the advent of the ejection seat, and as a result a number of studies have
been performed on vertebrae obtained from human cadavms.
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The most useful studies of the mechanical properties of the vertebra are contained in refer-
ences 13, 14, and 15. Ruff, in reference 13, measured the strength and deflection of vertebra. Static
loading of sections of the vertebral column were used to obtain stress-strain curves. Failure or in-

jury was defined as the first peak in the stress-strain curve, which is the yield point in the curve
and corresponds to permanent or irreversible deformation. Subsequently, Perey (ref 14) reported
on a series of studies in which end plate fracture was shown to occur at a significantly lower load
than the vertebral body deformation reported by Rulff. Perey also reported the proportional limit
load for a series of cadaver vertebra.

In addition to the strength characteristics of vertebrae, Perey studies the stiffness of verte-

brae for several age groups. Yorra, in reference 15, presents typical stress-strain curves for the
equivalent of one lumbar vertebra plus the intervertebral disc. This information can be used to
estimate the natural frequency of the human body, and the effect of age on frequency. Further-
more, the degree of nonlinearity in the spinal direction can be estimated. The method used in cal-
culating the natural frequency and the results of the calculations are presented in Section V for
the dynamic model of the human body in the seated position and spinal direction.

Aside from the work on the mechanical characteristics of the vertebral column, very little
research has been performed to obtain data on stiffness or damping of major body structures. Some
studies sponsored by the United States Air Force are under way at present on tissue strength, but
because of the inherent difficulties in mechanical measurements on biological tissue and the rela-
tively more complex nature of thoracic and abdominal organs and their support systems, it can
be anticipated that useful data will not be obtained as readily as was possible with the spinal
column.

Recent studies at Wayne State University using seated human cadavers (ref 16) are of con-
siderable interest since they illustrate the capability of predicting dynamic response by use of
dynamic models and then obtaining confirmation in an experimental situation. Previous work at
Wayne State, particularly in the area of head impact, has resulted in the definition of several im-
portant dynamic parameters of the skull-brain system (ref 17).

ANIA•L TESTS
There are certain objections to the use of data from cadavers, particularly since it is possible

that storage and preservation techniques can influence the mechanical properties of biological
tissue. For certain mechanical characteristics, it is possible to cross check information obtained
from cadavers with experiments on live human beings. Another approach, of course, is to use live
biological specimens other than humans. A variety of -nimals have been used in acceleration ex-
periments, including hogs, rhesus monkeys, chimpanzees, mice, and bears. The advantage of using
animal subjects is that injurious and even lethal exposures can be attempted providing the experi-
mentation is conducted within the rules for animal experimentation. Thus, the health and well
being of human subjects need not be risked in severe condition testing.

The information obtained from animal experimentation must be viewed with some skepticism
if it is to be applied to the problem of assessing and setting human tolerance limits, however. The
forces generated in an animal body will probably not be the same as those gencrated in the human
body for an equivalent input acceleration, because of obvious dynamic differences. Also, the force
required to cause injury in the skeletal structure, organs, or other portions of the animal body may
--t bh- the same as the forces required to cause injury in the human body. Before valid extrapola-
tions can be made from animal experimentation to human conditions, the precise relationship be-
tween the dynamics and critical force in the animals body and those in the human body mu- be
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known. Unfortunately, this type of definition has not yet been accomplished for any animal sub-

ject type.

Animal testing, oes have benefits in certain situations, however. As an example, the experi-

ments conducted bh Kornhauser (ref 1) cited earlier in this report resulted in reasonable con-

firmation of the shape of the tolerance curve predicted by a simple dynamic model. Thus, Korn-
hauser was able to show that a system consisting of biological tissue was equivalent to a mechani-
cal system insofar as tolerance to acceleration was concerned.

4ll ACCJDBJT DATA
Up to this point, the discussion of acceleration exposure data has been restricted to informa-

tion collected under test conditions in which the investigator presumably is able to control many
of the conditions under which the acceleration is received. Such data is of great value since the
parameters affecting the outcome of the exposure are either known or controlled. Human sub-
jects cannot be exposed to large acceleration levels in order to determine the magnitude of the
forces involved in injury, however. Cadaver or annmal tests can result in a definition of injury
levels or modes but extrapolation of the data to live human beings is fraught with difficulties.

One way in which information can be obtained on injury-producing acceleration exposures to
to obtain data relating to situations in which human beings have been accidentally exposed to
very large forces. By far the simplest data to collect and analyze is that resulting from situations
in which live human beings have fallen from known heights and struck solid surfaces, or where
the drop height and deceleration distance is known so that the acceleration and duration can be
estimated. The classic study in this regard is that by DeHaven (ref 18) in which survival of free
falls was documented. More recently, an analysis of free falls occurring in mountain clirabing
has been performed by one of the authors of this report and the results are presented in Section
V. DeHaven collected cases that consisted essentially of miraculous survivals, which results in a
somewhat overly optimistic estimate of tolerance to this kind of acceleration, but perhaps can serve
to define absolute limits.

There exists very little adequately documented accident data other than the very spectacular
information on free falls. Obviously, the many cases in which people slip on ice, fall in the home,
and otherwise injure themselves accidentally during the course of everyday living have not been
well documented or recorded, although a program to collect data is now under way at the Civil
Aeromedical RIsearch Institute in Oklahoma City (ref 19).

EJWCTION SEAT DATA
There d&xs exist one other major source of exposure to large accelerations which can provide

information for assessing acceleration tolerance. Eje-ction seats have been in use in military air-
craft since World Way II, and in some cases, the ejections have involved acceleration forces suf-
ficient to cause an appreciable number of injuries to pilots and crew members who eject from dis-
abled aircraft. An excellent study of ejection injury is contained in ref 20, which summarizes
the medical reco-d involved in the use of ejection seats by the Royal Air Force and Royal Navy.
The US Navy and US Air Force also have data relating injury to type of ejection seat. Unfortun-
ately, all of the ejection seat data constitute a very complex data reduction pinblem.

The initial spinal forces generated by an ejection seat are a function of a ballistic catapult or
a rocket catapult that is subject to the usual statistical variations in propellant performance plus
variations caused by temperature. The weight of the ejectee also influences the rise time and peak
acceleration achieved by the seat. Added to these uncertainties are the factors of seat cushion
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thickness, material, and age, restraint harness configuration and material, restraint harness pre-

lovd or slack, and the age and previous loading history of the restraint elements.

Since the nominal force-time history of an ejection seat is rarely known with any precision
and the dynamic characteristics of the restraint and support devices are totally unknown, the ejec-

tion seat data that are currently available do not constitute a very promising source of informa-

tiorn, unless suitable data reduction techniques are developed to permit a reasonable assessment

of the available information. This could then be used as a cross check against data developed from
other sources, such a,, tests with live human beings and with cadavers.
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Section V
A DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE HUMAN BODY

IN THE SPINAL DIRECTION

A dynamic model for the spinal injury mode of tfe human body is not complicated, for the

vertebral column can be considered the resilent load-bearing member, and the mass of the upper
body can be considered to be resting on top of the column. If this simple mechanical analogy to

the body is valid, then it ought to be possible to calculate the natural frequency by obtaining in-
formation an the stiffness of the vertebral column and the magnitude of the mass resting on it. The
latter data should not be diffcult to obtain, and since static load-deflection tests have been con-
ducted on vertebrae, it should be possible to obtain stiffness estimates.

ESTIMATES OF MASS AND SPRING STIFFNESS
Yorra (ref 15) obtained load-deflection curves for several lumbar vertebrae. The average

stiffness obtained for the fourth lumbar (L4) vertebra was 11,750 pound/iuch. Unfortunately, the
load-deflection curves for other vertebrae were not obtained.

From a knowledge of materials in general the stiffness of any given structural element may

be reasonably assumed to be directly related to the breaking strength of that element. There-
fore, it is possible to obtain the stiffness of all the vertebrae if their breaking strength is known.

The most valid data on vertebral breaking strength in compression is that obtained by Ruff

(ref 13) in Germany during World War II. He measured the breaking strength of individual
vertebrae between the fifth lumbar (L.5) and eight thoracic (T8) wOth a minimum of three sam-

ples for each vertebra tested. In addition, Ruff devised a method for estimating the percentage of
total body weight carried by each vertebra from T5 through L5. Table I presents the raw data

TABLE I

RUFFS VERTEBRAL STRENGTH DATA

Raw Data Average
Vertebra Breaking Strength in Kg. Average in lbs.

"T8 640,540,609 59" 1315

T9 610, 720 700 677 1493

T1O 800, 660,770,730 740 1632

T1l 750, 720, 860,755 771 1700

T12 900, 690, 800, 800 797 1757

Li 720, 840, 900, 800,800 812 1790

L2 990, 800, 830 873 1925

U 900,940, 1100 980 2161

IA 1100, 900, 950 983 2168

L5 1020, 1000, 1200 1073 2366
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thus obtained on the breaking strengths. The percentage of body weight data and the breaking
strength in pounds is shown in columns 2 and 4 respectively of table II.

It is possible to extrapolate the I ýrcentage of body weight carried from T5 up through T1 if

there is a relatively consistent increment of 3% from vertebra to vertebra in the portion of the

"spinal column actually tested by Ruff. The resulting value of 9o of body weight for TI is reason-
able since this is the approximate weight, in terms of percentage, for the head and neck. Thus,

the percentage of body weight carried by each vertebra from T1 through L5 can be listed. it is
then an easy matter to calculate the actual weight in pounds carried by each vertebra for a 160 lb
man as shown in column 3 of table II.

The actual weight carried by each vertebra and the compressive breaking strength of each
vertebra is known for TS through L,5. Therefore, the breaking load (expressed as G-force/static
weight) can be calculated quite easily and is shown in column 5 of table I1. If it is assumed that

the breaking load of vertebra from T1 through T7 is relatively constant at 25 G, then the breaking
strength in pounds for i.ese vertebra can be calculated since the actual weight carried in pounds
is listed in column 3. The results are shown for T1 through '1-7 in column 4 of table II.

TABLE II

CALCULATION OF VERTEBRAL STIFFNESS

Y9o of Body Weight Weight Carried Breaking Strength Breaking % of IA Breaking
Vertebrae Carried 160 lb Man in lbs. Load in G Strength

T1 9 14.4 360 25.0 16.6

T2 12 19.2 480 25.0 22.1

T3 15 24.0 600 25.0 27.7

T4 18 288 720 25.0 33.2

T5 210 33.6 840 25.0 38.7

T6 25' 40.0 1000 25.0 46.1

PT7 29* 46.4 1160 25.0 53.5

T8 33' 52.8 1315' 24.9 60.7
T9 37* 59.2 1493" 25.2 68.9

TIO 40* 64.0 1632* 25.5 75.3

TI 44* 70.4 1700' 24.2 78.4

T12 47' 75.2 1757" 23.4 81.0

Li 50* 80.0 1790' 22.4 82.6

L2 53' 84.8 1925" 22.7 88.8

L,3 56* 89.6 2161' 24.1 99.6

TA 58' 92.8 2168' 23.4 100.0

1,5 60* 96.0 2346 24.6 109.1

'Single asterisk represents data collected experimentally by Ruff; unmarked values are calculated or assumed as
exp ained in the text.
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The procedure outlined above is used simply to obtain the breaking strength in pounds for each

vertebra from TI through 1.5. Column 6 of table II presents the breaking strength of each element
in the vertebral column in terms of the percentage of the breaking strength of vertebra L4. Since
the stiffness of vertebra L4 was obtained by Yorra as noted previously, it is then possible to esti-

io
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Figure 22. Loa&d-eflection Curve fai L.4 Vertebra.

mate the stdffnesses of the other vertebrae on the basis of the breaking strengtlh percentages. Hav-
ing established the relative breaking strength of the vertebrae in a spinal column, it is necessary to
estimate the stiffness of vertebra L_4 from the Yorra data, reproduced in figure 22.

A nonlinear spring has two kinds of equivalent linear stiffness. The first is the tangent to the
load-deflection curve. This is the apparent stiffness of the spinal column that would be, observed in

small amplitude vibration tests on a shake table.

/.QuIVALn-_QT LIME6AR.

t oiF-tc1iom CUR4I )

Figure 23. Estinmate of Small Amplitude Equivalent Unmar Stiffniess
Using Tangent Method.
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The second type of stiffness is illustrated in figure 24. The straight line approximation to the

nonlinear curve is drawn so that the areas between the straight line and the curved line are equal

up to the load or deflection value of interest. This estimate of the stiffness is the one that would

be observed in a test where large impa,,t forces were applied to the body and it was then permitted

to oscillate freely. For this reason, this estimate of siiffness is termed the free oscillation stiffness.

• ;• Figure 24. Estimate of Free Oscillation Eq~uivalent LinearStiffness Using Equal Area Method.

To recapitulate, the stiffness of all the vertebra in the spinal column can be estimated from

the stiffness of 'ertebra L4, and the relative compressive hreaking strength of all the elements can

be approximated by using both the free oscillation and small amplitude methods of obtaining

equivalent linear stiffnesses. With this data in hahid, it is necessary to obtain an estimate of the

weight of the body segments resting on the spinal column. Rcfer'ences 21 and 22 provide the
estimates for the weights of various body segments including organs in the thoracic anti abdoin-
inal cavities.

lor the purposes of this analysis the mass resting ott the spinal column was assurmed to con-

sist of the neck, head, upper arms, lower arms, hands, and the stiff structure of the thorax. From

available data the organs in the thorax were estimated to weigh approximately 3.41 pounds and

the blood circulating through the thorax at any given time weighs approximately 4.06 pounds. The

total upper body weight, including organs and blood, was estimated at 67.52 pounds from the

available anthropornetrie data. Subtracting the weight of the organs and blood in the thoru1cic cav-

ity* resulted in an estimate of 60.5 pounds for the relatively rigid mass of the upper body. Thesw

data are shown in Table Ill.

0
Coenilann (ref 01, 10) and others have shown that the fundmzinttl naturd freqtjncory of thr Viscera is lbtut :3

cps. We should therefore expect thortcic orgtns to he relatively stislio at UIh highlr spinal dI.lcetitun flreeCq1my.
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CALCULATION OF NATURAL RAEQUENCY

The equation for the undamped natural frequency of a simple spring-mass system is

f'= 21rlc/m

where f,= undamped natural frequency in cps

k = stiffness of spring in lbs/ft

-. in'-- mass in slugs (ri eight/32.2)

TABLE III

__ tBODY SEGMENT WEIGHTS

Total Upper Less

Body Weight Viscera
, .(Ibs) (lbs)

Head and Neck 13.20 13.20

Trunk

[ 67.52 60.05

, Structure 19.45 19.45

Organs 3.41

Blood 4.06

Upper Arms 18.90 18,90

Lower Arms 6.M 6.20

Hands 2.30 2.30

As noted, the weight of the upper body for a 50 percentile man was estimated to be W lbs.

1 '•€which results in a mass of 1.865 slugs. Using this value of 1.865 slugs and the various stiffness
0 '• estimates from the load-deflection curve shown in figure 22, the effect of vertebral nonlinearity on

the free oscillation frequency and small amplitude frequency are obtain. Th1ese data are shown in

S.figure 25.

Three resonant frequencies in the range of I to 50 cycles per second have been observed on

live human subjects as indicated in reference 9 for example. Of immediate interest is the reso-

"nance observed in the vicinity of 6 to 7 cps. When corrected to obtain the undamped natural fte-

- .41 queney, a value of 6.1 eps is obtained. Assuming equivalent conditions for the cadaver data just

analyzed, the predicted frequency is 5.7 cps. This is a rather significant variation, over 5%, so that

the reason for the difference should be investigated.
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Figure 25. Effect of Vertebral Nonlinearity on "Free
a Oscillation" Frequency.

The cadaver used by Yorra to obtain the load-deflection curve used in this study was 57.5 years
old at death. The subject used to obtain the estimate of 6.1 cps was 47 years old at the time of the
test reported. Therefore, one of the variations between the two data points is age, and it is ap-

propriate to investigate its effect on the stiffness of the vertebral column.

THE EFFECT OF AGE ON SPINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Perey in ref 14 provides a large amount of data on vertebral end plate breaking strength versus

age as obtained from static tests of wet, fresh cadaver ve•rtebrae, In addition, Percy reports the
proportional limit strength for the vertebrae in two different age groups.

In figure 26, Perey's data for end plate fracture is plotted as the end plate breaking strength

in psi vs age. Since Percy also measured the area of the end plate upon which loads impinge, it

is possible to convert these data to ultimate stress. This has been done and the results are shown in
figure 27, together with the proportional limit strength of the vertebra, When both lines are extra-
polated they meet at the zero breaking strength value, which indicates some degree of consistency

'• between two different sets of data. In addition to the Percy data, a single estimate of permanent

set for the lumbar vertebra is shown in figure 27. As would be expected, this permanent set vajue
is above the proportional limit value.

Not only did Percy obtain proportional limit strength values for lumbar vertebrae, but he also

obtained the stiffness for each of the vertebra tested. In ref 14, the data are listed under three age
groups: Less than 50 years, 51-60 years, and 61 plus years. A plot of breaking strength against

stiffness is shown ii", !.tire 28, where the less than 50 years old group and 51 to 60 year old group
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Figure 26. Variation in Cadaver Vertebral End Plate
Breaking Strength with Age.
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Figure 27. Effct of Age on Vertebral Brooking Strength.
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overlap to some extent. However, the over 60 years group is definitely located in the low stiffness

and low breaking strength levels.

A statistical correlation (known as a Pearson product moment) was calculated on the strength-
stiffness data in order to confirm the fact that the two variables were indeed closely related. The
res it of the calculation was a correlatiot' coefficient of 0.82. A coefficient of 1.00 would indicate

,t~s-~-,'te~St.? *'T JL.

Figure 28. Relationship Beteen Breaking Strength and Stiffness

From Fre•h Cadaver Verleilve.

a perfect relationship, and a value cf 0.00 would indicate pure randomness in the data with no dis-
cernible interrelationship between variables. The value of 0.82 obtained in this case can be con-
sidered reasonable validation of the relationship between strength and stiffness.

In order to define the exact variation in stiffness with breaking strength, a best fit line was
calculated from the data by the least-squares method. The result is a line with the following equa-
tion: k-1.672+0.72688 where k is equal to stiffness in pounds per inch and 8B is equa! to the
breaking strength in pounds. This is the line plotted in figure 28.

The surprising aspect of these data is the indication of bones becoming less stiff with age
rather than more brittle. Bone consists of a mineral called apatite dispersed through a matrix of
the protein collagen and is termed a two-phase material. Apatite is characterized by h.gh stiffness
and compressive strength and a rather low tensile strength. Collagee has a low stiffness but high
tensile strength. Two two materials combine to form a composite material having good elastic
characteristiecs and high compressive and tensile strength, the combination being similar in some
respects to such materials as prestressed concrete or fiberglas. Presumably a chanrge in relative
composition occurs with age and accounts for the phenomenon described.

Aging, then, apparently results in bones becoming less stiff. The effect on the natural fre-
quency of the human body can be calculated from the relationship shown in figure 2S. It is only
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necessary to obtain a set of correction fectors so that the stiffness values obtained from the 57.5

year old cadaver reported by Yorra can be modified for other ages. Since an approximate rela-

tionship between breaking strength and stiffness, and breaking strength and age has been devised,

the effect of age on stiffness can now be estimated. The result of this evaluation of age on fre-

quency is shown in figure 29.

0-'0

figure 29. Vardtion In Human Spinal Natural Frequency With Age.

The predicted frequency for a 47 year old man (fig 25) now becomes 6.08 cps compared to

the 6.1 cps observed in the impedance tests as reported in ref 9. In addition, an estimate of reso-

nant frequency for a group with an average age of 28.5 years is reported in ref 11. The estimate

obtained from subjective comments is 6.6 cps and the value predicted from the cadaver data is

6.75 eps. In both cases, the agreement is good, particularly considering that the analysis of the

cadaver data cannot be considered to be extremely precise.

At this point, it is necessary to review the implications of thie preceding discussion. Using a

very simple dynamic analogy to the human body, the natural frequency of the body has been

calculated firm cadaver data. The agreement between the calculated values and the values ob-

tained in vibration tests is very good, particularly when corrected for age and nonlinearities. How-

ever, the undamped natural frequency of the dynamic system is only part of the overall picture.

It is also necessary to obtain an estimate of the damping in the human body in the spinal direction

in order to obtain valid estimates of response to input accelerations.

ESTIMATES OF DAMPING

Impedance measurements w.th the human body reported by Coermann in ref 9 enable pre-

limninary estimates of the damping cofficient c to be made for relatively small amplitude oscilla-

tions, for frequencies up to 20 cps. The values derived by Coermann are not as accurate as they
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could be, however, because he used an approximate equation for impedance. In addition, he used

only the peak impedance to determine the coefficient c, whereas the ratio of the resonant fre-
quency to the maximum impedance frequency can also be used to obtain a second reading. FP-
one subject, the data can be summarized as shown in Table IV assuming a subject mass of 5.75

slugs. For practical purposes, the variations between sitting erect and relaxed may be neglected.
Thus, the final figure become c=0.31.

TABLE IV

Variation of Damping Coefficient and Natural Frequency

with Body Position

c = 0.31 in the sitting position

c = 0.35 in the standing position

f. = 6.1 cps sitting erect

f. = 5.67 Ups standing erect

Using this value, the effect of the nonfinearities i • the spring can be estimated. For practical

purposes, the free oscillation case can be considered sinusoidal, although the frequency naturally
varies with the amplitude achieved. Thus, if we assume linear damping characteristics, on the as-
sumption that the materials involved are essentially viscoelastic, the damping coefficient will vary

directly with the apparent linear frequency.

Table V shows the values calculated for various ages and various peak DRI values in the

spinal column, and the results are shown in figure 30.

TABLE V

Variation of Natural Frequency and Damping Coefficient

with Age and Peak DRI

Peak DRI 1 2 5 10 15 20

1wf.2wr 5.15 5.48 6.14 6.9 7.3 7.47 (cps) (age 57.5)

"5.06 5.38 6.03 6.78 7.17 7.34 - (age 60)

"5.64 6.0 6.71 7.55 7.98 8.17 . (age 40)

"5.86 6.23 6.99 7.85 8.3 8.5 . (age 20)

"5.81 6.18 6.91 7.78 8.23 8.42 " (age 27.9)

c .374 .352 .314 .279 .264 .258 (age 60)

".336 .3i5 .282 .25W .237 .2W35 (age 40)

".323 .3035 .271 .241 .228 .2225 (age 20)

"3.25 .306 .274 .243 .2,3 .2245 (age 27.9)
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In this and all subsequent calculations, the age of 27.9 years appears since this is the age re-
ported by Hertzberg in ref 23 to be the average age of the Air Force flying population. This value
is based upon data taken ip 1950, so that this average age may have shifted to some extent in the
intervening years.

Using Ruff's data (ref 13) as a basis for estimating the force at which permanent damage oc-
curs to the vertebral column, it is now possible to define the complete dynamic model of the hu-
man body in the spinal direction. Ruff's data indicates that there is a 50% probability of permanent
damage at a steady-state value of 20.2 C and at an age of 32.5 years. The results are presented in
table VI and in figure 31.

TABLE VI

DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE HUMAN BODY-POSITIVE

SPINAL DIRECTION

Single Degree of Freedom, Linear Model

Age (Years) 20 27.9* 40 60

Natu-al Frequency 8.55 8.45 8.13 7.08
&)/27,- (cps)

Damping Ratio (c)" .228 .230 .237 .264

50% Injury Levels:

Steady State - YVcrit (G) 23.05 21.30 18.45 13.78

Impulsive Velocity
Change***-AV (fps) 21.00 19.75 18.12 16.78

"Average age of USAF flying population.
".At a peak DRI of 15 C.

*Lower AV values may cause injury due to shock wave effects in cerebrospinal fluid or in viscera.

HEAD INVOLVEMENT IN SPINAL TOLERANCE
In addition to the data already presented, figure 31 shows a somewhat lower tolerance level

below 0.01 seconds due to involvement of the head. This value was obtained from a series of drop
tests conducted by Swearingen using live human subjects. These studies are reported in ref 3 and
ref 4, and the subjective comment data from this test series was made available to the authors. Of
immediate interest is the fact that it was possible to use the subjective comments to obtain an
estimate of the average subjective end point in an impact situation.

The tests involved human subjects dropped from various heights on a vertical test rig. Both
the seated and standing positions were investigated, although this review is restricted to the seated
position. All of the testing involved decelerations parallel to the subject's spine except for a few
special cases which are not considered here.

Most of the tests were conducted with a hydraulic snubbing device in thebase of the test rig.
Total available stroke on the snubber was 1 inch. A few tests were conducted with a rigid seat and
base, that is, with the snubber locked out. These are of particular interest here, since they con-
stitute ultrashort period impacts in which velocity change governs the response.
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Figure 30. Variation of Free-Oscillation Dumping Ratio
With Age and Peak DRI.
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Figure 31. Spinal Positive Injury Curve for 50% Probability of a

Compressive Fracture Due to a Rectangular Acceleration Pulse.
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The method for using the subjective reports in the drop test situation involved thoe develop-
ment of a subjective severity scale. All of the subjective reports were scanned in order to become

familiar with the terminology used by the subjects, after which the following scale was estab-
lished

Level I No subjective report

Level 2 Slight jolt or shock or feeling of discomfort

Level 3 Definite jolt or shock, mild ache, severe discomfort

Level 4 Severe jolt or shock, definite ache, slight and
brief pain

Level 5 Definite pain

Note that the term "shock" is used in a lay sense and not in a medical sense. This field of multi-
pliers was then established as follows:

Multiplier of one - Symptom restricted to one portion of the body

(other than the head).

Multiplier of two - Symptom was reported for several portions of the
body or for the head alone.

Multiplier of three - Symptom reported for entire body or for several
portions of the body plus the head.

By using the multipliers, each level of severity was weighed on two bases, namely, the extent of
the subjective feeling and the involvement of the head. Each acceleration exposure was rated us-
ing the scales and multipliers just described. However, of major importance is the condition in
which a rigid seat was dropped onto a rigid base.

The average subjective end point from this test series is equivalent to an impact velocity of 11
feet per second and the maximum recorded severity using the subjective severity scale was equiv-
alent to a velocity change of 14 feet per second. See figure 32. 'The age of the subjects used in this
test series range from 25 to 40 with an average in the 30-35 year range. Using the dynamic model
previously developed, the critical velocity change in an impact test should have been between 18

and 20 feet per second.

An explanation for the variation in the two sets of data can be found in the subjective re-
ports. In many cases, the impact test results indicated involvement of the head or the abdominal
or thoracic viscera. We hypothesized that very short rise time acceleration inputs may result in
the generation of shock waves in media such as the spinal column, the cerebrospinal fluid or in
the essentially liquid viscera,

Unfortunately. the generation of shock waves is principally a matter of input acceleration
rise time so that further tests at various rise times would be required to define fully the mechan-
isms involved. At any rate, it should always be kept in mind that head and viscera involvement
may occur in such short rise time acceleration pulses. At present, this does not appear to be of
practical signiflance, since most real acceleration pulses have reasonably long rise times. However,
this could present a problem in a future application.
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CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic model of the huxnm a body that has just been described is felt to be applicable to

those situations in which the acceleration is applied in such a manner that the body is pushed

down into the seat. This is the most common and critical mode of loading the body in that ejec-

tion seats, escape capsules, and landing inpacts apply their principal accelerations in this direction.

It is possible, of course, to apply an acceleration in the opposite direction so that the forces tend

0
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Figure 32. Variation in Subjective Severity with Velocity Change for
Four Test Conditions In FAA Tests.

to lift the body out of the seat. This is frequently called negative acceleration or negative spinal

acceleration. The model just described for the positive spinal direction is not directly applicable to

the negative spinal direction.

There are two major differences between the positive spinal and negative spinal acceleration

cases. In the first place, the human spinal column is arranged in such a manner that the strength

of the individual vertebrae increase for those lower in the spinal column. This is a sort of natural
adaptation of the bone mnaterial since the lower vertebrae are subjected to larger loads caused by

the obvious fact that a greater percentage of the total body is above the lower vertebrae. The re-

lationship between the load applied to the individual vertebra and position in the spinal column

and breaking strength and position in the spinal column is shown in figunre 33.

Now, if the loading is reversed, the largest loads will be applied to the weakest vertebrae.

For those vertebrae upon which data is available, the relationship is that as shown in fiure 34.

However, the data is missing for the top thoracic vertebra and cervical vertebra. As a result, there

is no precise way to estimate the lx)int at which the fir'st failure would occur. At any rate, the non-
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symmetrical nature of the spinal column in terms of elemont breaking strength obviously makes
the negative aeceleration case a far different situation from the positive spinal case.

FORCE~ W
12SLATI\J4 AP'~i-iý L-OAD

"1" 187 9 L4 L'ý

4• Figure 33. A Com rlsom of Vxiwrul b akiakl; tr*ngh and
A., CSLoads (From Ruff, ref I).

Ta 1.4 L/

Figure 34. Vertebral Stren~gthu if Full Loadl Is Reacted Through
Shoulders In a Negative Spinal Acceleration.

The second difference between the positive and negative spinal cases is that in the latter the
restraint system effects are of major importance in determining how the load is applied to the
spinal column. if only a lap buelt is used, then the spinal column will be placed in tension during
a negative spinal acceleration. On the other hand, if only a shoulder harness is used, then

the spinal column will be placed in compressii n and the situation cited in the previous paragraph
will oeccur. Of course the load -will probably by divided in sonmc manne~r between a shoulder har-
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ness and a lap belt, in which case the loading on the spinal column is a function of the relative de-
flections of the restraint elements.

Forn the preceding discussion, the basic dynamic model of the human body in the spinal di-
rection that has been described is really applicable only to the positive spinal situation. In
using this spinal model it must be remembered the restraint harness has an effect on the shape of
the vertebral column. The present positive spinal model of the human body assumes good posi-
tioning of the vertebral column, so improper positioning must be taken into account in any real
situation by reducing the load values at which damage occurs. One other factor to be kept in mind
is the effect of multiple vector acceleration forces. If a spinal acceleration also has a component
"in the transverse direction, the force may tend to bend the vertebral column and cause column
buckling to occur more readily. Since the spine is made up of series of pin-jointed short columns.
it has low resistance to buckling. The prediction of maximum loads that will injure the vertebrae
must be expected to be less for such cases.

To summarize the situation with respect to the dynamic model of the human body in the
seated position subjected to a positive spinal acceleration, the following information is available:

(1) The natural frequency, damping coefficient, and critical force levels in the spinal direction
have been estimated, assuming proper positioning, and agree with data from several dif-
ferent types of experiment.

(2) The effect of age on both the natural frequency and critical force has been estimated from
cadaver data and appears to be consistent with results from other types of experiment.

(3) The nonlinearity of the spinal column has been evaluated.

(4) The lack of information on negative spinal loadings has prevented development of a suitable
dynamic model although some of the factors involved are presented and no serious handi-

cap to the eventual development of such a model is foreseen.

(5) The degrading effect of arbitrary vector accelerations must he considered in operational
situations.
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Section Vl

A DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE BODY IN THE
TRANSVERSE DIRECTION

In the t,-ransverse direction, that is, with the acceleration applied through the chest, either
front-to-bk k or back-to-front, the situation is somewhat more complicated than in the spinal di-

-_ rection. A ast, it is much more difficult to specify precisely the mechanisms involved in the
body's response to acceleratien. This is because there are a number of organs and structural ele-

ments involved in the response to transverse accelerations.
There are two sources of data concerning the response of the body to transverse accelerations.

In the impac-c regime, there are a number of recorded accidental free falls in which the victim
impacted in the full supine or full prone positions. DeHaven (ref 18) pioneered in the analysis of
such data. The second source of data is from experimental sled runs conducted with the subject
sitting facing either forward or aft (ref. 5). There is a relatively large amount of the latter data
availC" but, for the obvious reasons, only a few injury points are available.

DeHaven recorded some remarkable cases of survival involving rether enormous free fall dis-
tances. His data indicated that a human being would b, ,jured, but could survive an impact
velocity of 80 feet per second. DeHaven used data involving jumps or falls from buildings, as a

general rule, but there is now another source of free Wa1l data that he did not consider; the acci-
; dlent reports of the American Alpine Club (ref 24, 25, and 26). These data were analyzed to ob-
U tin an independent cJimate of the critical impact velocity.

Briefly, the method used by the authors in analyzing the American Alpine Club statistics was
to assign an injury severity rating to each reported accident, using the available information in

the accident report and rating the severity with the scale developed by Aviation Crash Injury Re-
search at the Cornell Aernautical Laboratories. Figure 35 shows the individual accidents plotted

against the velocity changes involved.

From figure 35, note that a few accidents involved head impact and that, in general, these
4.ncidznts resulted in a higher injury severity rating than equivalent accidents where no head im-

;:.ct was involved. Also note that a few impacts at extreme velocities resulted in death, but that

j,;bth in these cases is a qualitative and not a quantitative measure. In other words, injury severity
i't.ing number 10 represents a fatality resulting from lethal injuries in three or more regions of the

body. Obviously, a case could involve just three regions of the body or co'ild involve total me-
chanical demolition of the body. At any rate, the extreme velocity and death points can be ignored
.fom the standpoint of the remainder of this analysis, because of this scaling artifact.

.�4A straight best-fit line was calculated using the method of least squares and is shown in figure
'3 tjhing this line as representative of the data recorded, the relationship between injury severity
and impact veloewity could be specified quite precisely. The midpoint of the injury severity scale
was takrn a' 0wc point representing 50% prob.Wbility of injury in the same sense as ured in other
areas; of hu,,.:,tt body dynamics. Using this value, an estimate of 53 feet per second is found for

' ,ru't,• x ,R iy of injury level. Note that this is 27 feet per second below the value obtained
fion Dcllaven'i Y'usult. Ie disparity is shown in figure 37 where the DeHaven points are plotted
.rlativ, to the W feet per second line derived from the mountaineer free fall data.

--_ obvi, :s question that arises is what is the reason for the , 'au-ity between the two re-

stills? A relatively simple explanation is at hand. The Dellaven data represents a series of mnirac-
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ulous survivals of free falls from great heights. In other words, DeHaven used only data points in

which the individuals survived the free fall incident, which constitultes a biased sample from a
statistical standpoint. The American Alpine Club data, on the other hand, represents cases in
which individuals were injured or killed at various impact velocity levels. Thus, the mountaineer

free fall data can be considered more representative in a statistical sense and the estimate of 53 feet
per second for the 50% probability of injury level is considered to be a reasonably geod estimate
of the actual capability of the human body to withstand transverse impact.

There is a relatively large amount of data on the exposure of the human body to short-term
transverse accelerations, but very few injuries have been recorded in such tests, Therefore, it is
somewhat more difficult to specify precisely the probability of injury levels in this regime. The
available data points are plotted in figure 38 relative to the 53 feet per second tolerance line and
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4 Figure 37. DeHaven Free Fall Data Versus Results of
AAC Accident Analysis.

also relative to the "minor or no injury" line. Using a pulse duration of approximately 0.04 sec-
onds as indic-ative of the transition point between the impact region and the regime in which ac-
celeration peak is the governing factor, all of the sled tests data points involving injury fall above
the extended minor or no injury line, and below the 50% probability of injury line. Thus, the short.
period data, although sparse, tend to confirm the velocity change estimates. Because of the rela-
tive lack of data and unknown validity of the existing aa the results of this analysis -must he
viewed in a mýmewhat negative light, that is, the data is consistent within itself but does not pro-
vide a high degree of confidence or very much precision.

Tim corner duration, defined as the pulse. duration at which the important parameter changes
from peak acceleration to critical velocity change, can be calculated by dividing the critical ve-
locity by the critical peak acceleration (in ft/see2 ). Using t1w previously dcterrnincd value of
53 feet per second for the velocity change value and 40 C as an estimate for the peak acceleration
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regime, then the corner duration becomes 0.0411 seconds. If we take the damping ratio value of
c=0.3 from impedance measurements (ref 10) we get the following results for the transverse di-

rection:

PARAMETER SMALL AMPLITUDE IMPENDANCE IMPACT

(Semisupine Position)

SubLect age 47.0 years 47.0 years

Damping coefficient c 0.3 0.23

w/21r 7.41 9.68 cps

Note that, due to nonlihearities of the system, the effective frequency under impact loading is
30% higher than the value from the impedance measurements. This is less than for the spinal -ase,
where an increase of over 40% is indicated in section V of this report.
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The dynamic model of the human body in the transverse direction can now ie summarized
as shown in table VII.

TABLE VII

DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE HUMAN BODY - TRANSVERSE
SINGLE DECREE OF FREEDOM LINEAR MODEL

Natural Frequency--w/27r--cps 9.68

Damping Ratio-c .23

50% Injury Levels:

Steady State-Y~d-G 40

Impulsive Velocity Change-AV-fps 53

Because of the lack of data, the above transverse body model must be assumed to be invariant
with age, although additional data may show a variation with age such as that repoited in section

V. Similary, the Jack of data prevents even a crude estimate of the variation in probability of
injury levels. However, the injury severity levels calculated from the mountaineer free fall data
can be extrapolated to the short-term region for approximate estimates of injury severity. The inves-

tigator must familiarize himself with the ACIR injury severity scale, which can be found in an

appendix to ref 26.
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Section VII

OTHER DYNAMIC MODELS OF THE HUMAN BODY

In the preceding sections, dynamic models for the positive spinal direction and for both the

positive and negative transverse directions were described. In the transverse dynamic model, the

body is assumed to be symmetrical. When more data are available, it may well be that two trans-

verse models will be required, one for the positive direction and one for the negative. The single

model developed at the present time may be used for engineering purposes until more refined

models can be constructed.

There is virtually no data available concerning the response of the human body to lateral ac-

celerations. One series of tests has been conducted on rhesus monkeys by the Aerospace Medical

"Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, in anticipation of further testing with
human beings. Such human testing has been conducted, but it was an evaluation of an operation-

al restraint system and did not result in end point data, so it still is not possible to develop other
than a hypothetical lateral dynamic model of the human body. For engineering purposes, the
transverse dynamic model of the hody may be used since no other information is available. How-

ever, the critical loads in the lateral direction may turn out to be significantly less.

* In addition to the six major acceleration vectors applied to the whole body, the response of

the head to acceleration inputs must be taken into account under certain circumstances. Because

of the lack of suitable experimental data, the confidence in existing dynamic models of the human
head is fairly low. However, the nat-urql frequency and steady-state acceleration tolerance of the

head are greater than for the torso, in either the transverse or spinal directions. (This assumes a

w reasonable amount of cushioning material between the head and the input acceleration surface
provides sufficient attenuation to raise the head injury levels above those for the torso.) Thus,
there is very little head injury data available from operational or accident statistics.
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